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 Hello Michael, the digital time on your Cybeat watch is set to the correct time in Japan, the watch will automatically adjust if
you set the watch to the correct time in your country. If you want to change the digital time you must set the watch to the correct
time in your country and the watch will automatically adjust to your time zone. If you are unsure how to do this please contact
your local Watch store or Cybeat for assistance. You are receiving this reply from Cybeat because we are unable to find the

answer you requested. We apologize for any inconvenience. Hello, I was looking for a automatic watch from japan. I saw your
link but it seems like the price is very high. I was looking for a watch that I could use both in Japan and U.S. So far the only one

I've seen is the basic LYF which is the same as these: but the cost is still much higher. So do you think it's worthwhile to buy
from Japan? I'm also considering to buy it online but I'm not sure if it will be the same as the watches you've seen? Thanks in
advance for any advice! Hello! I bought the swiss made LYF Seiki with an orange hands from Japn recently. The watch is a

48mm and the price was about 600USD. But the watch looks like the basic one from Cybeat. I am living in Korea now and want
to wear it when I go back to Japan. Does this watch look very fake? I only want to wear it as an accessory for a certain occasion,
not as a watch to tell the time. You can wear this watch as a bracelet. You can wear it with a suit or a casual outfit. The watch is
suitable for any occasion and the design of the watch looks very original, the price was also very reasonable. When you wear this

watch, this watch might 82157476af
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